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He was named in honour of Saint Peter and Saint Paul , because he was born on their solemnity. The family
returned to Cologne the next year. Religion figured prominently in much of his work, and Rubens later
became one of the leading voices of the Catholic Counter-Reformation style of painting [5] he had said "My
passion comes from the heavens, not from earthly musings". Apprenticeship[ edit ] Portrait of a Young
Scholar, from In Antwerp, Rubens received a Renaissance humanist education, studying Latin and classical
literature. By fourteen he began his artistic apprenticeship with Tobias Verhaeght. Rubens completed his
education in , at which time he entered the Guild of St. Luke as an independent master. There, he studied
classical Greek and Roman art and copied works of the Italian masters. This journey marked the first of many
during his career that combined art and diplomacy. He returned to Italy in , where he remained for the next
four years, first in Mantua and then in Genoa and Rome. From to , he was mostly in Rome. The subject was to
be St. Gregory the Great and important local saints adoring an icon of the Virgin and Child. He continued to
write many of his letters and correspondences in Italian, signed his name as "Pietro Paolo Rubens", and spoke
longingly of returning to the peninsulaâ€”a hope that never materialized. Please help improve this article by
adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. However, she died
before he arrived home. He received special permission to base his studio in Antwerp instead of at their court
in Brussels , and to also work for other clients. He remained close to the Archduchess Isabella until her death
in , and was called upon not only as a painter but also as an ambassador and diplomat. Rubens further
cemented his ties to the city when, on 3 October , he married Isabella Brandt , the daughter of a leading
Antwerp citizen and humanist, Jan Brandt. Descent from the Cross , Hermitage Museum In Rubens moved
into a new house and studio that he designed. Now the Rubenshuis Museum, the Italian-influenced villa in the
centre of Antwerp accommodated his workshop, where he and his apprentices made most of the paintings, and
his personal art collection and library, both among the most extensive in Antwerp. During this time he built up
a studio with numerous students and assistants. His most famous pupil was the young Anthony van Dyck ,
who soon became the leading Flemish portraitist and collaborated frequently with Rubens. He also often
collaborated with the many specialists active in the city, including the animal painter Frans Snyders , who
contributed the eagle to Prometheus Bound c. The "High House" was built next to the village church. Family
of Jan Brueghel the Elder, â€” This painting has been held as a prime example of Baroque religious art. In ,
Rubens embarked upon a printmaking enterprise by soliciting an unusual triple privilege an early form of
copyright to protect his designs in France, the Southern Netherlands, and United Provinces. Rubens also
designed the last significant woodcuts before the 19th-century revival in the technique. He relied on his
friendship with Nicolas-Claude Fabri de Peiresc to get information on political developments in France. He
also made several trips to the northern Netherlands as both an artist and a diplomat. At the courts he
sometimes encountered the attitude that courtiers should not use their hands in any art or trade, but he was also
received as a gentleman by many. Prado, Madrid His stay in Antwerp was brief, and he soon travelled on to
London where he remained until April In , Rubens bought an estate outside Antwerp, the Steen , where he
spent much of his time. He also drew upon the Netherlandish traditions of Pieter Bruegel the Elder for
inspiration in later works like Flemish Kermis c. Death[ edit ] Rubens died from heart failure, a result of his
chronic gout , on 30 May Many of his descendants married into important noble families of Antwerp.
Descendants by Isabella Brant:
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A tour in Switzerland: London, Printed for Jane Bew, A Baker, James, The whole embellished with from
three to four hundred engraved miniature sketches. Whittingham, and sold by H. North Wales; including its
scenery, antiquities, customs, and some sketches of its natural history; delineated from two excursions through
all the interesting parts of that country, during the summers of and London, Printed for T. Johnson, relative to
the tour, and never before published; a series of his conversation, literary anecdotes, and opinions of men and
books: Printed by Henry Baldwin, for Charles Dilly, H4 B7 c. The journal of a tour to the Hebrides: Johnson,
relative to the tour and never before published: Printed by Henry Baldwin for Charles Dilly, Uncat Cary,
John, ca. C33 Cary, John, mapseller, London, ca. Excursions in the county of Essex: E7 C7 v. Excursions in
the county of Suffolk: S9 C7 v. Excursions in the county of Norfolk, compising a brief historical and
topographical delineation of every town and village; together with descriptions of the residences of the
nobility and gentry, remains of antiquity, and every other interesting object of curiosity; forming a complete
guide for the traveller and tourist; illustrated with one hundred engravings, including a map of the county. N6
C7 v. L5 C7 v. Excursions in the county of Surrey: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, S96 C7
extensively illustrated Cromwell, Thomas, Excursions in the county of Kent: K3 C7 extensively illustrated
Cromwell, Thomas, Excursions in the county of Sussex: With very great additions, improvements, and
corrections, which bring it down to the beginning of the year B3 E35 Egan, Pierce, Printed for Meyler and
Son ; London: Sherwood, Neely, and Jones ; [etc. B3 E2 Elmes, James, A topographical dictionary of London
and its environs: Whittaker, Treacher and Arnot, E54 Faujas de Saint-Fond, B. Reise durch England,
Schottland und die Hebriden: F Ferri, Giovanni, conte di St. Londres et les Anglais. Observations on the
coasts of Hampshire, Sussex, and Kent, relative chiefly to picturesque beauty, made in the summer of the year
London, Printed by A. A2 G55 Gilpin, William, Observations, relative chiefly to picturesque beauty, made in
the year , on several parts of Great Britain; particularly the High-lands of Scotland. Observations, relative
chiefly to picturesque beauty, made in the year , on several parts of England.
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In that respect, Charles Eastlake was way ahead of his time. An architect and writer born in the south of
England in , Eastlake published his book Hints on Household Taste in Although Eastlake was not as well
known for his work in the furniture design world, he had great influence on the American Victorian furniture
of the late s, according to Kerry Shrives, an appraiser with Skinner in Boston. Kerry explains that the furniture
designs that Eastlake featured in his book were ones that ultimately did become popular, and it is a relatively
little-known fact that although he was famous for his taste, he also created pieces of furniture. Along with
William Morris and Philip Webb, Eastlake was one of the early makers of furniture in what is known as the
Gothic Revival style. Also influenced by aspects of the Arts and Crafts style, these pieces were very basic
forms, made with solid wood, large strapwork hinges, revealed construction, and shallow chip carvings. Pieces
that Eastlake made himself are extremely rare today: In fact, only a single known piece has ever surfaced â€” a
cabinet, made in , which appeared at auction in the late s. Kerry believes that there must be many Eastlake
pieces out there, but people who might have them in their homes probably are unaware of the significance of
the furniture beyond its status as a family possession. A genuine Eastlake piece could be worth tens of
thousands or more, depending on the form. Yet because there is so much Eastlake-inspired furniture in the
marketplace, Kerry advises caution; all elements should be carefully examined before confirming that a
newfound piece of furniture is an authentic Eastlake design. David describes Ohr as a man who was "as crazy
as a fox" who produced pottery as art â€” vases that could never hold water, pieces that could never hold
flowers. He was a real arts and crafts potter, digging and mixing his own clay, building his own kiln, and
chopping his own wood. The majority of his pots were mostly drab in color: Pieces that are bright reds,
oranges, or mixed glazes are worth much more. Back then, Ohr was not very well known. But when the
pottery made its way to the center of the art world, New York, interest in his pieces began to skyrocket. He
was one of the greats, but burned out very fast amid problems with drinking, gambling, and drugs; he died at
the age of Poe convinced a publisher to put out "Tamerlane" in , when he was just 19 years old and serving in
the military. It has become one of the really true rarities of American literature â€” there are only 14 known
copies, all in libraries. Then, in the s, two postmen in New Bedford, Mass. Later, in the early s, an antiques
dealer from Newburyport, Mass. If one were found today, Ken says the price would go way beyond that,
especially if it were a signed copy, since no signed copy has ever been found. An example of the shoe bank
with significant restoration Shoe Bank Appraiser Noel Barrett is on the lookout for a cast-iron bank. Noel
explains that mechanical banks are the "blue chip" of toy collectors, since they were probably the first toys in
America to be collected. One of the most sought-after banks is this particular one, which is shaped like a shoe
with the torso of the old lady coming out of the top of the shoe. This shoe bank was patented in by W. Reed of
Leominster, Mass. They were known for their lithograph paper and wood toys, so the shoe bank was probably
the only iron toy they made. The shoe gained its charisma when it appeared on the cover of F. Noel explains
that even half of the bank is valuable, since two right halves have turned up. A left half of the shoe bank could
be worth thousands, since it could complete one of the right halves to make one whole, and very valuable toy.
You can bank on that! When John Cadwalader, one of the great patriots of the American Revolution, married
the very wealthy Elizabeth Lloyd in , he set out to build one of the most splendid houses in Philadelphia.
Cadwalader left no stone unturned in the building of his magnificent home. He commissioned Thomas
Affleck, who immigrated from England in and produced the most elaborate, high-styled furniture in
Philadelphia, to create a suite of furniture to match the design of his house. The most distinctive feature of the
furniture was the "hairy paw feet," which appeared on all of the forms. After Cadwalader died, his descendant
Charles married their young housekeeper, which did not go over well with the people of Philadelphia. In
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response to this, Charles shut down the house and sold its contents in The furniture was dispersed throughout
the U. Since that fateful day, six saddle-seat chairs from the front parlor have been found in Ireland, and
another in Italy. Four chairs from the back parlor set have also been found: They are so widely sought after
that people are making up schematic drawings of what the sofas would look like. Arthur showed sophisticated
taste when he commissioned the redecoration of the White House by Louis Comfort Tiffany, the preeminent
decorator of the time. But appraiser Arlie Sulka explains that long before Tiffany became famous for his glass,
he started his career as a painter and moved into home decorating. Through his family, who was connected
with many top figures in New York society, he had many important commissions, such as the Mark Twain
house in Hartford, Connecticut. He added elegant touches such as painted ceilings of silver and ivory, put up
walls and sconces made of mosaic and glass, reupholstered furniture, and changed fireplace surrounds. One
detail that hinted at his future career in glass was a huge glass screen that he created on the first floor, which
ran from floor to ceiling, connected by columns already in the room, with a geometric design depicting parts
of the national emblem. So in he hired the famous architect Charles McKim to redecorate yet again. He
ordered that all Tiffany objects be removed and told McKim to "break into small pieces that Tiffany screen"!
But she is hoping that someone will recognize the glass, construction, or parts of the design and shatter the
myth that the screen is lost forever. Harriet writes, "I have an answer to the whereabouts of the Tiffany screen
that Teddy Roosevelt had removed from the White House in his fit of redecorating. There it was installed in
the Belvedere Hotel. Unfortunately, the hotel burned to the ground in Truman writes that the screen "is
believed to have ended its days at the Belvedere Hotel in Chesapeake Beach, Maryland, which burned down in
If you have more details, we welcome your e-mail! Emporer Qianlong renovated his summer palace to make
it a beautiful retreat. A series of European baroque style buildings filled a 1, acre complex along with lakes,
fountains and artwork, all following the latest European fashions. Jesuit priest and missionary Giuseppe
Castiglione was appointed as the chief advisor for this particular magnificent fountain, which depicted the 12
animals of the Chinese zodiac. It remained unused until the 19th century. During the Opium wars, Europeans
wanted concessions to have more trading ports that China would not give them. So to force China to negotiate,
they invaded and looted the summer palace, blowing up precious artworks one by one. The heads of the 12
figurines from the fountain were packed up and dispersed all over Europe. Mason found the first two, a
monkey and a pig, and sold them at auction. To this day, five of the fountain heads are still missing. Back of
Stradivarius violin Stradivarius Violin Any musician will tell you that an instrument is their most valuable
possession; an instrument is a magnificent work of art that allows you to produce your own auditory
masterpieces. Appraiser David Bonsey tells us about a rare Italian Stradivarius violin that was stolen from a
musician friend. In the spring of , this musician had performed in a concert recital in Cambridge,
Massachusetts using his beloved Stradivarius. On his way to a post-recital reception, he left the violin in an
unlocked office. While he was gone, someone made their way into the office, took the violin out of its case,
and closed the case. Only when the owner picked up the case and felt its lack of weight did he realize that his
Stradivarius had been stolen. Antonio Stradivari made this precious violin, which had been owned by this
musician from to Stradivari created instruments in Cremona, northern Italy, from until his death in He was
known for building instruments that satisfied the demand of musicians, who were constantly reaching out to
larger audiences. He created violins with a bold outline and used only one piece of wood for a back, instead of
the usual two pieces. These violins were works of art whose sound was described as "mystical," and no one
has ever been able to improve upon the craftsmanship Stradivari was able to accomplish. They are the most
sought-out instruments today for their ability to project above an orchestra, unamplified. The FBI is handling
this particular theft case. The recovery of Mr. What the oath might have looked like Oath of a Freeman Stop
the presses! On the voyage to America Rev. Glover passed away, leaving his widow and Stephen Daye to
complete the mission. They soon met Henry Dunster, the first president of Harvard University, who let them
set up the printing press in his house in Cambridge. The first document printed in America was "Oath of a
Freeman," a pledge of allegiance to the Commonwealth, which was read aloud by people in the Massachusetts
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Bay colony who were given the right to vote. They had to be male, church going, and have had a transforming
religious experience. It gave people the right to be free in the society and have a say in its future. The printed
oath was a broadside, which was a single sheet of paper. Since the highly sought-after oath was simply a
single sheet of paper, Mr. Lecky guesses that it could have been easily lost, thrown away, tucked into books,
or even used to wrap meat or food. Hopefully this is not the case, as Mr. Reproduction of a painting by Van de
Velde Willem Van de Velde Painting Alan Fausel, head of the paintings department at Doyle New York, tells
a tale of mystery, theft, and disguise â€” except that unfortunately, this tale is very true. The paintings
vanished for 21 years, until November of , when three of them turned up in a New York auction house where
Mr. When a mysterious stranger came into the gallery and asked for help, one of the crew noticed that he was
wearing a disguise â€” a wig and a hat. After the event was over, the stranger called from a local phone booth
to let the crew know he had dropped off a box. Having no idea what the box contained trash, treasure, a bomb?
One of them, a Rembrandt called "Portrait of a Rabbi," was probably not saleable since it was too high-profile
and would be easily recognized. The other two paintings were by less well-known artists and in poorer
condition. This piece was the most commercially viable of the four, since Van de Velde did a lot of similar
nautical scenes and this one could probably pass in the market without being noticed easily. Until that day,
Fausel says, the search goes on.
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In after-dinner conversation at his home near Versailles , Laboulaye, an ardent supporter of the Union in the
American Civil War , is supposed to have said: In order to honor these achievements, Laboulaye proposed that
a gift be built for the United States on behalf of France. Laboulaye hoped that by calling attention to the recent
achievements of the United States, the French people would be inspired to call for their own democracy in the
face of a repressive monarchy. Sketches and models were made of the proposed work, though it was never
erected. There was a classical precedent for the Suez proposal, the Colossus of Rhodes: In the war, Napoleon
III was captured and deposed. He was delighted to learn that the island was owned by the United States
governmentâ€”it had been ceded by the New York State Legislature in for harbor defense. It was thus, as he
put it in a letter to Laboulaye: Grant , who assured him that it would not be difficult to obtain the site for the
statue. Bartholdi continued to develop the concept following his return to France. One of these was the Lion of
Belfort , a monumental sculpture carved in sandstone below the fortress of Belfort , which during the war had
resisted a Prussian siege for over three months. Capitol in Washington, D. Columbia left and the Indian
princess Bartholdi and Laboulaye considered how best to express the idea of American liberty. Columbia had
supplanted the earlier figure of an Indian princess , which had come to be regarded as uncivilized and
derogatory toward Americans. It was originally to be crowned with a pileus , the cap given to emancipated
slaves in ancient Rome. Secretary of War Jefferson Davis , a Southerner who would later serve as President of
the Confederate States of America , was concerned that the pileus would be taken as an abolitionist symbol.
He ordered that it be changed to a helmet. Instead, he used a diadem , or crown, to top its head. He gave it bold
classical contours and applied simplified modeling, reflecting the huge scale of the project and its solemn
purpose. The surfaces should be broad and simple, defined by a bold and clear design, accentuated in the
important places. The enlargement of the details or their multiplicity is to be feared. By exaggerating the
forms, in order to render them more clearly visible, or by enriching them with details, we would destroy the
proportion of the work. Finally, the model, like the design, should have a summarized character, such as one
would give to a rapid sketch. Only it is necessary that this character should be the product of volition and
study, and that the artist, concentrating his knowledge, should find the form and the line in its greatest
simplicity. Bartholdi considered having Liberty hold a broken chain, but decided this would be too divisive in
the days after the Civil War. The erected statue does stride over a broken chain, half-hidden by her robes and
difficult to see from the ground. Growing interest in the upcoming Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia led
Laboulaye to decide it was time to seek public support. With the announcement, the statue was given a name,
Liberty Enlightening the World. Less idealistically, contributions came from those who hoped for American
support in the French attempt to build the Panama Canal. The copper may have come from multiple sources
and some of it is said to have come from a mine in Visnes , Norway, [38] though this has not been
conclusively determined after testing samples. Fundraising continued, with models of the statue put on sale.
He soon died, leaving no indication of how he intended to transition from the copper skin to his proposed
masonry pier. Eiffel opted not to use a completely rigid structure, which would force stresses to accumulate in
the skin and lead eventually to cracking. A secondary skeleton was attached to the center pylon, then, to
enable the statue to move slightly in the winds of New York Harbor and as the metal expanded on hot summer
days, he loosely connected the support structure to the skin using flat iron bars [28] which culminated in a
mesh of metal straps, known as "saddles", that were riveted to the skin, providing firm support. In a
labor-intensive process, each saddle had to be crafted individually. He included two interior spiral staircases ,
to make it easier for visitors to reach the observation point in the crown. He was succeeded as chairman of the
French committee by Ferdinand de Lesseps , builder of the Suez Canal. The completed statue was formally
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presented to Ambassador Morton at a ceremony in Paris on July 4, , and de Lesseps announced that the French
government had agreed to pay for its transport to New York. The Panic of had led to an economic depression
that persisted through much of the decade. The Liberty statue project was not the only such undertaking that
had difficulty raising money: Since , it had rarely been used, though during the Civil War, it had served as a
recruiting station. Within months, Hunt submitted a detailed plan, indicating that he expected construction to
take about nine months. The four sides are identical in appearance. Above the door on each side, there are ten
disks upon which Bartholdi proposed to place the coats of arms of the states between and , there were 38 U.
Above that, a balcony was placed on each side, framed by pillars. Bartholdi placed an observation platform
near the top of the pedestal, above which the statue itself rises. Financial concerns again forced him to revise
his plans; the final design called for poured concrete walls, up to 20 feet 6. His work involved design
computations, detailed fabrication and construction drawings, and oversight of construction. The committee
organized a large number of money-raising events. She initially declined, stating she could not write a poem
about a statue. At the time, she was also involved in aiding refugees to New York who had fled anti-Semitic
pogroms in eastern Europe. These refugees were forced to live in conditions that the wealthy Lazarus had
never experienced. She saw a way to express her empathy for these refugees in terms of the statue. With the
project in jeopardy, groups from other American cities, including Boston and Philadelphia, offered to pay the
full cost of erecting the statue in return for relocating it. New Yorkers displayed their new-found enthusiasm
for the statue. Two hundred thousand people lined the docks and hundreds of boats put to sea to welcome the
ship. Immediately thereafter, reassembly of the statue began. Nevertheless, no one died during the
construction. Instead, Bartholdi cut portholes in the torchâ€”which was covered with gold leaf â€”and placed
the lights inside them. A ceremony of dedication was held on the afternoon of October 28, President Grover
Cleveland, the former New York governor, presided over the event. President Cleveland headed the
procession, then stood in the reviewing stand to see bands and marchers from across America. General Stone
was the grand marshal of the parade. The route began at Madison Square , once the venue for the arm, and
proceeded to the Battery at the southern tip of Manhattan by way of Fifth Avenue and Broadway , with a
slight detour so the parade could pass in front of the World building on Park Row. As the parade passed the
New York Stock Exchange, traders threw ticker tape from the windows, beginning the New York tradition of
the ticker-tape parade. Depew concluded the speechmaking with a lengthy address. The restriction offended
area suffragists , who chartered a boat and got as close as they could to the island. The expression makes us
sick. This government is a howling farce. It can not or rather does not protect its citizens within its own
borders. Shove the Bartholdi statue, torch and all, into the ocean until the "liberty" of this country is such as to
make it possible for an inoffensive and industrious colored man to earn a respectable living for himself and
family, without being ku-kluxed , perhaps murdered, his daughter and wife outraged, and his property
destroyed. The idea of the "liberty" of this country "enlightening the world," or even Patagonia , is ridiculous
in the extreme. The World characterized it as "more like a glowworm than a beacon. When Bartholdi returned
to the United States in , he made additional suggestions, all of which proved ineffective. Many immigrants
who entered through New York saw it as a welcoming sight. Oral histories of immigrants record their feelings
of exhilaration on first viewing the Statue of Liberty. One immigrant who arrived from Greece recalled: I saw
the Statue of Liberty. Give me a chance to prove that I am worth it, to do something, to be someone in
America. As early as it was mentioned in the press; by it had entirely covered the statue. The Corps of
Engineers also installed an elevator to take visitors from the base to the top of the pedestal.
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In the parish register his second christian name is written Mallad. His paternal grandfather and grandmother
spent all their days at South Molton, Devonshire. His mother was a woman of ungovernable temper, and
became insane towards the end of her days. She is said to have been related to the Marshalls of Shelford
Manor in the county of Nottingham. Tomkison, a jeweller in Southampton Street, Covent Garden, the father of
a celebrated maker of pianofortes Notes and Queries, 2nd ser. One of these, an interior of Westminster Abbey,
is in Mr. He was sent in to the Soho Academy, where a Mr. Palice was floral drawing master. About this time
he appears to have been for a short while with Humphry Repton [q. In he went to a school at Margate, kept by
Mr. Before he was placed with Thomas Malton [q. He was also employed in colouring prints for John Raphael
Smith [q. His father, however, preferred to send him to Thomas Hardwick [q. Courtauld to the winter
exhibition of the Royal Academy in In he received a commission from John Walker, the engraver [q. It was
probably in that he made his first sketching tour of any length. He started from the house of his friend
Narraway, a fellmonger of Bristol, on a pony lent by that gentleman. The catalogue of this year records that he
had set up a studio for himself in Hand Court, Maiden Lane. At this time he gave lessons in drawing at five
shillings, and later at a guinea, a lesson; but he did not care for teaching. It is probable that during this period
Turner was often the companion of Thomas Girtin [q. Monro at half a crown apiece and a supper. There they
copied drawings by Paul Sandby [q. They are by no means slavish copies, and are exquisite in gradation.
Ruskin says that Dr. He repeated the subject several times. With this journey is associated his introduction to
Dr. Whitaker [see Whitaker, Thomas Dunham], for whom he illustrated several local histories. Fawkes, who
was afterwards to be one of his best patrons and most intimate friends. In the competition between himself and
Girtin was keen at the academy. His subjects were principally Welsh, including Harlech and Dolbadern
castles, and the drawing of Warkworth Castle, now at South Kensington. He was now only twenty-four years
old, and was at the head of his profession. In person he was small, with crooked legs, ruddy complexion, a
prominent nose, clear blue eyes, and a somewhat Jewish cast of countenance. He was shy and secretive,
allowing no one to see him work, and sharp in all dealings where money was concerned. Before he went to
stay with Dr. Ill-educated and unpolished, very proud and very sensitive, conscious at once of his great talents
and his social defects, he was always silent and suspicious, and often rough and surly, except with the few
who had won his confidence. Among these were the family of William Frederick Wells, the artist, whose
daughter, Mrs. Wheeler, who knew him and loved him for sixty years, has recorded that Turner was the most
light-hearted and merry of all the light-hearted merry creatures she ever knew. His want of confidence in his
fellow-creatures may have been confirmed by a disappointment in love. It is said that he returned from a long
tour to find his letters to his betrothed the sister of a school friend at Margate had been intercepted, and that
she was about to be married to another; but it is impossible to test the truth of this story, to which no date is
assigned. In , , and his address in the academy catalogues is 75 Norton Street, Portland Road, but in it is again
64 Harley Street. He visited Scotland in In he was elected a full member of the academy, and for the first time
he appears in the catalogue as Joseph Mallord William Turner. He was called William at home, and his name
is printed as W. Turner in previous catalogues, except in , when it is J. In this year the death of Girtin removed
his only serious rival. He owed far more to Girtin than Girtin to him, but between them they did more than any
others to develop the art of watercolour in England, by raising topography to a fine art and superseding the old
tinted monochromes by drawings in colour which merited the name of paintings see Redgrave, Introduction to
the Catalogue of Watercolours at South Kensington Museum. But this was done by others. It was a period also
in which he was much employed by noblemen and gentlemen whose patronage had taken the place of the
topographical publishers. The idea was suggested by W. It was published at very irregular intervals from to In
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consequence of a quarrel with Frederick Christian Lewis [q. Then Turner quarrelled with him, and published
the work himself, employing many of the best mezzotint engravers, with several of whom he had differences.
He supervised the execution of every plate himself with the greatest care, and laid the etched lines of most of
them. Some of the plates about twelve he engraved entirely himself. Fourteen numbers containing seventy-one
plates including the frontispiece were published. The work has quite recently been completed with admirable
skill by Mr. Drawings for most of the plates are in the National Gallery, one is in the British Museum, and a
few others are in private hands. His method of publication was bad, and disfigured by practices the honesty of
which it is hard to defend. The original price was 15s. But though he charged a higher price for a proof
edition, he issued no number which consisted entirely of proofs. In Turner was elected professor of
perspective of the Royal Academy. He lectured very badly, but he tried to make up for his deficiencies in
utterance by elaborate illustrations. In according to Cyrus Redding, in or according to Sir Charles Eastlake, he
paid his first and only recorded visit to Devonshire. He also visited relations at Barnstaple and Exeter. The
subject was the same as that of a painting by John Robert Cozens, from which Turner said he had learnt more
than from any other. Craft, treachery, and fraudâ€”Salassian force, Hung on the fainting rear! This picture was
a great favourite with Turner, and he once said he would be buried in it. He was at Farnley in September. They
were preserved at Farnley till recently, and were exhibited at the winter exhibition of the Royal Academy in
He afterwards, at the suggestion of Sir Thomas Lawrence, went to Italy for the first time. From this time dated
what Mr. Ruskin calls his second style â€” , when he imitated no one, but aimed at beautiful ideal
compositions. The effect of this visit to Italy was seen in the much greater lightness and brilliancy of his
colour. From to he had a country residence, first at West End, Upper Mall, Hammersmith, and from at Solus,
or Sandycombe Lodge, which he built on land purchased in on the road from Twickenham to Isleworth. At
Hammersmith and Twickenham he indulged in his favourite sport of fishing, and had his own boat and gig.
While at Twickenham, if not before, he became intimate with Henry Scott Trimmer, vicar of Heston, who
lived about four miles from Sandycombe Lodge. Trimmer was very fond of art, and had some skill in painting.
He tried to teach Turner Latin or Greek, or both, but without success. He really spent little time at
Sandycombe, and it was partly on account of the frequency of his absences that he sold it in Another reason
was that his father was always catching cold from working in the garden. I began to think of being truly alone
in the world, but I believe the bitterness is past, but has very much shaken, and I am not better for wear. It was
hung between two portraits by Sir Thomas Lawrence, which it killed by its brilliant colour. Turner dimmed its
glory with a wash of lampblack. Among them were Goodall, Wallis, Willmore, W. Miller, Brandard,
Radcliffe, Jeavons, and W. The work consisted of about a hundred plates published between and The
drawings were unequal in merit, but generally wonderful in colour and atmospheric effect. The best of them
are greatly prized by collectors, and realise large sums. Broadhurst, and now in the National Gallery. He was
in Rome in October, November, and December, staying at 12 Piazza Mignanelli, whence he sent lively letters
to his friends Chantrey and Jones and Sir Thomas Lawrence, whom he thanked for giving his vote to Charles
Turner at the academy election. This he exhibited with a piece of rope railed round the picture instead of a
frame. An amusing picture of him at this time is given in a letter from one who met him accidentally in his
travels and did not know him. He sustained a very deep loss by the death of his father on 29 Sept. Turner is
said to have never been the same man afterwards. Turner must also have felt the death of Sir Thomas
Lawrence in the following January. He made a sketch of the funeral from memory, which was exhibited the
same year, and is now in the National Gallery. We then were his pall-bearers. Who will do the like for me, or
when, God only knows how soon! However, it is something to feel that gifted talent can be acknowledged by
the many who yesterday waded up to their knees in snow and muck to see the funeral pomp swelled up by
carriages of the great without the persons themselves.
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Early life[ edit ] Pitlessie Fair Painting by David Wilkie entitled The Chelsea Pensioners reading the Waterloo
Dispatch , a huge success in when it was first exhibited by the Royal Academy on the 7th anniversary of the
battle. The Letter of Introduction, He was the son of the parish minister of Cults , Fife. Caroline Wilkie was a
relative. In , after he had attended school at Pitlessie , Kingskettle and Cupar , his father reluctantly agreed to
his becoming a painter. In addition to this elaborate figure-piece, Wilkie was much employed at the time upon
portraits, both at home and in Kinghorn , St Andrews and Aberdeen. One of his first patrons in London was
Robert Stodart, a pianoforte maker, a distant connection of the Wilkie family, who commissioned his portrait
and other works and introduced the young artist to the dowager countess of Mansfield. After its completion he
returned to genre-painting, producing the Card-Players and the admirable picture of the Rent Day which was
composed during recovery from a fever contracted in while on a visit to his native village. Honours[ edit ] In
November he was elected an associate of the Royal Academy , when he had hardly attained the age prescribed
by its laws, and in February he became a full Academician. In he opened an exhibition of his collected works
in Pall Mall , but the experiment was financially unsuccessful. In he executed the Letter of Introduction, one of
the most delicately finished and perfect of his cabinet pictures. In the same year he made his first visit to the
continent, and in Paris entered upon a profitable and delighted study of the works of art collected in the
Louvre. Interesting particulars of the time are preserved in his own matter-of-fact diary, and in the more
sprightly and flowing pages of the journal of Benjamin Haydon , his fellow traveller and brother Cedomir. On
his return he began Distraining for Rent, one of the most popular and dramatic of his works. In he made a tour
through Netherlands and Belgium in company with Raimbach , the engraver of many of his paintings. The Sir
Walter Scott and his Family, titled the Abbotsford Family [6] a cabinet-sized picture with small full-length
figures in the dress of Scottish peasants, was the result of a visit to Abbotsford in [7]. Reading the Will, a
commission from the king of Bavaria , now in the New Pinakothek at Munich , was completed in ; and two
years later the great picture of The Chelsea Pensioners reading the Waterloo Dispatch , commissioned by the
Duke of Wellington in , at a cost of guineas, was exhibited at the Royal Academy. The Reception of the King
at the Entrance of Holyrood Palace was the incident ultimately chosen; and in the following year, when the
artist, upon the death of Raeburn , had been appointed Royal Limner for Scotland , he received sittings from
the monarch, and began to work diligently upon the subject. But several years elapsed before its completion;
for, like all such ceremonial works, it proved a harassing commission, uncongenial to the painter while in
progress and unsatisfactory when finished. His health suffered from the strain to which he was subjected, and
his condition was aggravated by heavy domestic trials and responsibilities. Three more years of foreign travel[
edit ] In he sought relief in foreign travel: A residence at Toplitz and Carlsbad was tried in , with little good
result, and then Wilkie returned to Italy , to Venice and Florence. In October he passed into Spain , whence he
returned to Britain in June It amounts to nothing short of a complete change of style. Up to the period of his
leaving Britain he had been mainly influenced by the Dutch genre-painters, whose technique he had carefully
studied, whose works he frequently kept beside him in his studio for reference as he painted, and whose
method he applied to the rendering of those scenes of English and Scottish life of which he was so close and
faithful an observer. Teniers , in particular, appears to have been his chief master; and in his earlier
productions we find the sharp, precise, spirited touch, the rather subdued colouring, and the clear, silvery grey
tone which distinguish this master; while in his subjects of a slightly later period â€” those, such as the
Chelsea Pensioners, the Highland Whisky Still and the Rabbit on the Wall, executed in what Burnet styles his
second manner, which, however, may be regarded as only the development and maturity of his first â€” he
begins to unite to the qualities of Teniers that greater richness and fulness of effect which are characteristic of
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Ostade. His subjects, too, were no longer the homely things of the genre-painter: His change of style and
change of subject were severely criticized at the time; to some extent he lost his hold upon the public, who
regretted the familiar subjects and the interest and pathos of his earlier productions, and were less ready to
follow him into the historic scenes towards which this final phase of his art sought to lead them. The popular
verdict had in it a basis of truth: Wilkie was indeed greatest as a genre-painter. But on technical grounds his
change of style was criticized with undue severity. While his later works are admittedly more frequently faulty
in form and draftsmanship than those of his earlier period, some of them at least The Bride at her Toilet, , for
instance show a true gain and development in power of handling, and in mastery over complex and forcible
colour harmonies. On his return to England Wilkie completed the Reception of the King at the Entrance of
Holyrood Palace â€” a curious example of a union of his earlier and later styles, a "mixture" which was very
justly pronounced by Haydon to be "like oil and water". His Preaching of John Knox before the Lords of the
Congregation had also been begun before he left for abroad; but it was painted throughout in the later style,
and consequently presents a more satisfactory unity and harmony of treatment and handling. In the beginning
of Wilkie was appointed to succeed Sir Thomas Lawrence as painter in ordinary to the king, and in he
received the honour of knighthood. His time was also much occupied with portraiture, many of his works of
this class being royal commissions. His portraits are pictorial and excellent in general distribution, but the
faces are frequently wanting in drawing and character. He seldom succeeded in showing his sitters at their
best, and his female portraits, in particular, rarely gave satisfaction. A favourable example of his cabinet-sized
portraits is that of Sir Robert Listen; his likeness of W. Esdaile is an admirable three-quarter length; and one of
his finest full-lengths is the gallery portrait of Lord Kellie, in the town hall of Cupar. In the autumn of Wilkie
resolved on a voyage to the East. Passing through Holland and Germany, he reached Constantinople, where,
while detained by the war in Syria, he painted a portrait of the young sultan. He then sailed for Smyrna and
travelled to Jerusalem , where he remained for some five busy weeks. The last work of all upon which he was
engaged was a portrait of Mehemet Ali , done at Alexandria. On his return voyage he suffered from an attack
of illness at Malta , and remained ill for the remainder of the journey to Gibraltar , eventually dying at sea off
Gibraltar, en route to Britain, on the morning of 1 June His body was consigned to the deep in the Bay of
Gibraltar. A list of the exceptionally numerous and excellent engravings from his pictures will be found in the
Art Union Journal for January Apart from his skill as a painter Wilkie was an admirable etcher. During his
lifetime he issued a portfolio of seven plates, and in David Laing catalogued and published the complete series
of his etchings and dry-points, supplying the place of a few copper-plates that had been lost by reproductions,
in his Etchings of David Wilkie and Andrew Geddes. Legacy[ edit ] Wilkie stood as godfather to the son of
his fellow Academician William Collins. The boy was named after both men, and achieved fame as the
novelist Wilkie Collins. In fiction[ edit ] A painting which might be a real Wilkie or only a copy the question
is only resolved in the latter half of the book plays a role in the novel Winter Solstice by Rosamunde Pilcher.
7: Turner, Joseph Mallord William (DNB00) - Wikisource, the free online library
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